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In the summer of 1914 Scotland prepared for war.
Thousands of Scottish men of the Territorial Force
rushed to their muster stations, eager to take the
fight to the enemy. From the Highland market towns,
picturesque, unspoiled villages and wild moorland,
Scotland’s sons volunteered to make the ultimate
sacrifice for their country. This is the story of the
gallant officers and men of the 4th Battalion, Queens
Own Cameron Highlanders.Steel and Tartan charts
the adventures of the 4th Camerons from their
training in Bedford with the Highland Division
through the autumn and winter of 1914 to their
eventual break-up in March 1916 at the hands of the
British Army administrators. During their year in
France the Battalion saw action in five major
engagements. In March, after only ten days in the
trenches, the Camerons took part in the Battle of
Neuve Chapelle. In May they played a supporting
role in the Battle of Aubers Ridge and then, in what
would be their defining moment, lead a headlong
Highland charge at the enemy positions at Festubert.
June 1915 saw the 4th Camerons fighting at
Givenchy, while in September the Battalion fought
gallantly at the Quarries during the Battle of Loos. Of
the 1500 men who fought with the Battalion, over
250 were killed, and either buried in one of the many
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British war cemeteries in France or else left where
they fell, their names etched on one of the
memorials to the missing.Using previously
unpublished diaries, letters and memoirs together
with original photographs and newspaper accounts,
Patrick Watt tells the story of the Battalion and of the
men of the 4th Camerons themselves, those
‘Saturday night soldiers’, who went so eagerly to
war in August 1914.
The Autodesk(R) Advance Steel software is a
powerful 3D modeling application that streamlines
the fabrication process through the use of a 3D
model, which is used to create fabrication drawings,
Bill of Materials (BOM) lists, and files for Numerical
Control (NC) machines. Since structural steel
projects are extremely complex, the Autodesk
Advance Steel software is also complex. The
objective of the Autodesk(R) Advance Steel 2021:
Fundamentals guide is to enable you to create full
3D project models at a high level of detail and set
them up in fabrication drawings. This guide focuses
on the basic tools that the majority of users need.
You begin by learning the user interface, basic 3D
viewing tools, and the standard AutoCAD(R) tools
that are routinely used. Specific Autodesk Advance
Steel objects, including structural columns, beams,
bracing, plates, bolts, anchors, welds, and additional
3D objects are also covered. You will also learn
about the powerful model verification tools. To
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complete the guide, you will learn to edit and
generate all of the required documentation files that
enable your design to accurately and effectively
communicate the final design. Topics Covered
Understand the process of 3D modeling and
extracting 2D documentation from a model in the
Autodesk Advance Steel software. Navigate the
Autodesk Advance Steel interface. Work with 3D
viewing tools. Review helpful AutoCAD tools. Work
with the User Coordinate System (UCS). Use the
Autodesk Advance Steel Modify commands. Add
structural grids. Create levels. Model columns and
beams and add bracing. Create connections using
the Connection Vault. Create special parts. Verify
models using Clash Checking tools. Modify a
drawing prototype. Work within the Drawing Style
Manager. Create custom connections. Create plates
and add bolts, anchors, and welds. Add grating and
cladding. Model ladders, stairs, and railings. Create
concrete objects such as footings. Number objects.
Extract 2D drawings from the model using Drawing
Styles and Drawing Processes. Review and modify
2D drawings using the Document Manager. Modify
2D details with parametric dimensions. Revise
models and drawings. Create BOM lists. Export data
to .NC and .DXF files. Prerequisites Access to the
2021.0 version of the software, to ensure
compatibility with this guide. Future software updates
that are released by Autodesk may include changes
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that are not reflected in this guide. The practices and
files included with this guide might not be compatible
with prior versions (e.g., 2020).
The number one guide to corporate valuation is back
and better than ever Thoroughly revised and
expanded to reflect business conditions in today's
volatile global economy, Valuation, Fifth Edition
continues the tradition of its bestselling predecessors
by providing up-to-date insights and practical advice
on how to create, manage, and measure the value of
an organization. Along with all new case studies that
illustrate how valuation techniques and principles are
applied in real-world situations, this comprehensive
guide has been updated to reflect new developments
in corporate finance, changes in accounting rules,
and an enhanced global perspective. Valuation, Fifth
Edition is filled with expert guidance that managers
at all levels, investors, and students can use to
enhance their understanding of this important
discipline. Contains strategies for multi-business
valuation and valuation for corporate restructuring,
mergers, and acquisitions Addresses how you can
interpret the results of a valuation in light of a
company's competitive situation Also available: a
book plus CD-ROM package (978-0-470-42469-8)
as well as a stand-alone CD-ROM
(978-0-470-42457-7) containing an interactive
valuation DCF model Valuation, Fifth Edition stands
alone in this field with its reputation of quality and
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consistency. If you want to hone your valuation skills
today and improve them for years to come, look no
further than this book.
Get ready for the ultimate showdown--Batman vs.
Superman: Dawn of Justice hits theaters March 25,
2016! From Superman's Fortress of Solitude, to
Batman's gadgets, this full-color flip book contains
everything fans need to know about the stars for the
latest DC Comics film: Batman vs. Superman.
Readers will begin by discovering the world of
Batman, then flip the book over to learn more about
his friend and rival Superman. Who will win the final
showdown? Find out when the movie hits theatres
on March 25, 2016!
If you want to learn AutoCAD to create technical
drawings, this is the book for you. You will learn to use
commands and techniques by following the step-by-step
examples given in this book. This book covers everything
from creating two-dimensional (2D) and three
dimensional (3D) drawings to printing and publishing.
The topics covered in this book are illustrated with the
help of real world examples such as gaskets, flanges,
brackets, schematic line diagrams, and more. Also, this
book is well organized and can be used for a course or
self-study. - Get familiarized with user interface and
navigation tools - Create print ready drawings - Create
smart drawings using parametric tools - Have a good
command over AutoCAD tools and techniques - Explore
the easiest and quickest ways to perform operations Know how to reuse existing data - Create 3D models and
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generate 2D drawings You can download Resource Files
from: www.cadfolks.com (Available very soon)
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Used by sites as varied as Twitter, GitHub, Disney,
and Airbnb, Ruby on Rails is one of the most popular
frameworks for developing web applications, but it can
be challenging to learn and use. Whether you’re new to
web development or new only to Rails, Ruby on Rails™
Tutorial, Fourth Edition, is the solution. Best-selling
author and leading Rails developer Michael Hartl
teaches Rails by guiding you through the development of
three example applications of increasing sophistication.
The tutorial’s examples focus on the general principles
of web development needed for virtually any kind of
website. The updates to this edition include full
compatibility with Rails 5, a division of the largest
chapters into more manageable units, and a huge
number of new exercises interspersed in each chapter
for maximum reinforcement of the material. This
indispensable guide provides integrated tutorials not only
for Rails, but also for the essential Ruby, HTML, CSS,
and SQL skills you need when developing web
applications. Hartl explains how each new technique
solves a real-world problem, and then he demonstrates it
with bite-sized code that’s simple enough to understand,
yet novel enough to be useful. Whatever your previous
web development experience, this book will guide you to
true Rails mastery. This book will help you Install and set
up your Rails development environment, including prePage 6/13
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installed integrated development environment (IDE) in
the cloud Go beyond generated code to truly understand
how to build Rails applications from scratch Learn testing
and test-driven development (TDD) Effectively use the
Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern Structure
applications using the REST architecture Build static
pages and transform them into dynamic ones Master the
Ruby programming skills all Rails developers need
Create high-quality site layouts and data models
Implement registration and authentication systems,
including validation and secure passwords Update,
display, and delete users Upload images in production
using a cloud storage service Implement account
activation and password reset, including sending email
with Rails Add social features and microblogging,
including an introduction to Ajax Record version changes
with Git and create a secure remote repository at
Bitbucket Deploy your applications early and often with
Heroku
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
AutoCAD is one of the leading CAD software used to
create technical drawings. AutoCAD 2020 For Beginners
helps you to learn AutoCAD basics using brief
explanations and well-directed examples. You will learn
the basics of the interface and commands, as well as
how to create, edit, dimension, print drawings. - Create
drawings with drawing tools - Create and edit complex
drawings with the modify tools - Add dimensions and
annotations to drawings - Prepare your drawing for
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printing - Create and edit 3D models - Learn to create
Architectural floor plan If you want to learn AutoCAD
quickly and easily, AutoCAD 2020 For Beginners gets
you started today. Download the resource files from:
https: //autocadforbeginners.weebly.com/
Contains all the basic requirements of the steel estimating
trade in specific detail.
This is a comprehensive textbook that covers in detail the
tools that are used to generate 2D detail and fabrication
drawings, NC and DXF files, and Bill of Materials (BOMs) of
the 3D structural model created in Volume 1 of this book. You
will learn how to customize Prototype and Drawing Processes
to your needs and generate drawings using those custom
prototypes and processes. You will also learn how to use
Drawing Styles for generating the 2D documentation. The
author has also covered the process of validating the
structure model and checking it for clashes. There is a special
chapter covering BIM data interoperability with Autodesk
Revit. The following are some of the salient features of this
textbook: Complimentary access to around 200 mins of
videos of all tutorials in the book. 336 pages of in-depth
coverage of the tools to generate detail drawings of the 3D
structural model. Detailed discussion of how to validate the
structural model for modeling error and checking the clashes
in the model. Detailed discussion of creating custom prefix
configuration for numbering. Covers in detail the process of
generating the 2D drawings using drawing processes as well
as drawing styles. Covers basic customization of drawing
processes. Explains the process of basic customization of
prototypes and BOM templates. Covers the process of
generating NC and DXF files for machining. Special chapter
on BIM data interoperability with Autodesk Revit, including
importing Steel Connections. "What I do" tips describing
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some real world challenges that Advance Steel users face
and the author's approach in those situations. Tips and Notes
providing additional information about the topic in discussion.
End of chapter skill evaluation to review the concepts learnt in
the chapter. The following free teaching resources are
available for faculty: PowerPoint slides of every chapter in the
textbook. Answers to the Class Test Questions. Help for
designing the course curriculum.
The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to
conquer space, colonize the planet, and escape a doomed
Earth.
The guide to India is a useful handbook to an extraordinary
country. The introductory colour section includes photography
of the country's many highlights in the 42 Things Not To Miss
section, from boating on the backwaters of Kerala to taking in
a cricket match at the Oval Maiden in Mumbai. It provides
comprehensive accounts of every attraction from the vibrant
cities and elaborate temples to Himalayan peaks and palmfringed beaches. There is also practical advice on activities as
diverse as camel trekking in the Rajasthan desert, rafting on
the Indus and hiking through the lunar landscapes of Ladakh.
The listings sections provide hundreds of insider reviews of
the best hotels, hostels, restaurants, bars, shops and
museums in every city and village. The authors also give an
informed insight into India's history, politics, religion, music
and cinema, providing a valuable context to the reader's trip.
You’re never too young or too old to experience a paradigm
shift. Toria Connor is 25 when tripping over an artifact in the
ruins of Nacostina thrusts her a century into the past, before
the city is destroyed during the Last War. Now, she finds
herself alone. Adrift in a time where she must hide everything
important to her, from her mercenary career to her true
magical ability. Victory is over eight centuries old when she
follows her adopted daughter. She has seen empires rise and
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fall, but never anything like this. She must survive alone in a
city inhospitable to vampires, dodging friends and foes from
her past alike. Both of them know the clock is ticking down to
the moment when the city is wiped off the map. Now, they’re
in a race against time. To find each other. To escape the
past. And to save the future. This is not a typical romance.
It’s a good thing Victory is not a typical vampire.
This textbook covers in detail the tools that are used to create
a 3D structural model. Real-world industry examples are
specially chosen for the structural steel detailing and BIM
industry. The author has specifically covered a number of
pain-points that the users face on a day-to-day basis in their
work. The following are some of the salient features of this
textbook: Complimentary access to videos of all tutorials in
the book. Covers Imperial units based on English US
installation and Metric units based on English Australia
installation. 646 pages of in-depth coverage of the tools to
create 3D structural model from scratch. Around 400 pages of
tutorials on real-world Structural and Building models.
Detailed discussion of the Basic and Extended Modeling tools
such as Portal/Gable Frames, Purlins, Trusses, Cage
Ladders, Straight Stairs, Spiral Stairs, Hand-railings, and so
on. Detailed coverage of the Connection Vault to insert
various types of connections. Detailed coverage of how to
create and save custom connections. "What I do" tips
describing some real-world challenges that Advance Steel
users face and the author's approach in those situations. Tips
and Notes providing additional information about the topic in
discussion. End of chapter skill evaluation to review the
concepts learnt in the chapter. The following free teaching
resources are available for faculty: PowerPoint slides of every
chapter in the textbook. Answers to the Class Test Questions.
Help for designing the course curriculum.
"A publication by the U.S. Department of Commerce."
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> This is a comprehensive textbook specially written for the
structural steel design professionals who want to learn
Autodesk Advance Steel for structural design and modelling.
This textbook covers in detail the tools that are used to create
a 3D structural model using extremely powerful tools of
Autodesk Advance Steel. Real-world industry examples are
specially chosen for the structural steel detailing and BIM
industry. The author has specifically covered several painpoints that the users face on day-to-day basis in their work to
help them learn how to overcome those challenges. The
following are some of the salient features of this textbook:
Complimentary access to more than 250 mins videos of all
tutorials in the book. Covers Imperial units based on English
US installation and Metric units based on English Australia
installation. 648 pages of in-depth coverage of the tools to
create 3D structural model from scratch. Around 400 pages of
tutorials on real-world Structural and Building models.
Detailed discussion of the Basic and Extended Modeling tools
such as Portal/Gable Frames, Purlins, Trusses, Cage
Ladders, Straight Stairs, Spiral Stairs, Hand-railings, and so
on. Detailed coverage of the Connection Vault to insert
various types of connections. Detailed coverage of how to
create and save custom connections. "What I do" tips
describing some real world challenges that Advance Steel
users face and the author's approach in those situations. Tips
and Notes providing additional information about the topic in
discussion. End of chapter skill evaluation to review the
concepts learnt in the chapter. The following free teaching
resources are available for faculty: PowerPoint slides of every
chapter in the textbook. Answers to the Class Test Questions.
Help for designing the course curriculum.

This advanced study of steel reveals forging secrets
that for centuries have been protected by guilds.
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Never-before-seen instructions, diagrams and
photos explain the tricks behind using Japanese
mokume gane, differential heat treating, power
hammers, and other techniques to make kukris,
wavy blades, spears and swords that bear the
master's mark.
Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and Pamphlets,
Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals
(January - June)
fers a groundbreaking account of World War I from
the other side of the continent, brilliantly covering the
major military events and the day-to-day life which
resulted in the destruction of one empire, and the
moral collapse of another
The New York Times Best Seller A Barnes & Noble
Best Fiction Book of 2020 A Goodreads Choice
Awards Finalist Steel Magnolias meets Dracula in
this '90s-set horror novel about a women's book club
that must do battle with a mysterious newcomer to
their small Southern town, perfect for murderinos
and fans of Stephen King. Bonus features: •
Reading group guide for book clubs • Hand-drawn
map of Mt. Pleasant • Annotated true-crime reading
list by Grady Hendrix • And more! Patricia
Campbell’s life has never felt smaller. Her husband
is a workaholic, her teenage kids have their own
lives, her senile mother-in-law needs constant care,
and she’s always a step behind on her endless todo list. The only thing keeping her sane is her book
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club, a close-knit group of Charleston women united
by their love of true crime. At these meetings they’re
as likely to talk about the Manson family as they are
about their own families. One evening after book
club, Patricia is viciously attacked by an elderly
neighbor, bringing the neighbor's handsome
nephew, James Harris, into her life. James is well
traveled and well read, and he makes Patricia feel
things she hasn’t felt in years. But when children on
the other side of town go missing, their deaths
written off by local police, Patricia has reason to
believe James Harris is more of a Bundy than a Brad
Pitt. The real problem? James is a monster of a
different kind—and Patricia has already invited him in.
Little by little, James will insinuate himself into
Patricia’s life and try to take everything she took for
granted—including the book club—but she won’t
surrender without a fight in this blood-soaked tale of
neighborly kindness gone wrong.
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